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ELF pronunciation in 
monolingual classrooms 



1. ELF, the LFC and traditional priorities 
for teaching English pronunciation 

 1. aspiration of /p/, /t/ and /k/ 11. linking 

 2. assimilation 12. nuclear stress placement 

 3. coalescence 13. pitch movement (tone) 

 4. clusters: initial 14. rhoticity 

 5. clusters: medial 15. stress timing 

 6. clusters: final 16. vowel length 

 7. dark /l/ 17. vowel quality 

 8. deletion of /t/ and /d/ 18. vowel reduction 

 9. individual consonants 19. weak forms 

10. interdental fricatives (‘th’) 20. word stress 



 1. aspiration of /p/, /t/ and /k/   11. linking 

 2. assimilation 12. nuclear stress placement 

 3. coalescence 13. pitch movement (tone) 

 4. clusters: initial 14. rhoticity 

 5. clusters: medial 15. stress timing 

 6. clusters: final 16. vowel length 

 7. dark /l/ 17. vowel quality 

 8. deletion of /t/ and /d/ 18. vowel reduction 

 9. individual consonants 19. weak forms 

10. interdental fricatives (‘th’) 20. word stress 

1. ELF, the LFC and traditional priorities 
for teaching English pronunciation 



 1. aspiration of /p/, /t/ and /k/   11. linking  (pedagogy: C-V / C-C) 

 2. assimilation  12. nuclear stress placement 

 3. coalescence 13. pitch movement (tone) 

 4. clusters: initial 14. rhoticity 

 5. clusters: medial  (elision t/d) 15. stress timing 

 6. clusters: final 16. vowel length  (fortis clipping) 

 7. dark /l/ 17. vowel quality (stable set + /ɜː/) 

 8. deletion /t/ and /d/  (clusters) 18. vowel reduction 

 9. consonants  (/r/, dental /t, d/) 19. weak forms 

10. interdental fricatives (‘th’) 20. word stress  (pedagogy) 

1. ELF, the LFC and traditional priorities 
for teaching English pronunciation 



EFL = 37 items 
 
ELF = 16 items 

Teachable = Learnable 

NS goal ⇒ L1 = obstacle 
LFC goal ⇒ L1 = resource  



Consonants 
1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15 
 
Vowels 

6, 10 

+ length issues in 1, 4, 5, 8 

1. ELF, the LFC and traditional priorities 
for teaching English pronunciation 



Clusters 
2 (w.r.t. length preceeding vowel) 

3 
 
Stress, rhythm & intonation 

4 

1 (for NSs and pedagogy for 4) 

1. ELF, the LFC and traditional priorities 
for teaching English pronunciation 



EFL = 37 items 
 
ELF = 16 items 

Teachable = Learnable 

NS goal ⇒ L1 = obstacle 
LFC goal ⇒ L1 = resource  

1. ELF, the LFC and traditional priorities 
for teaching English pronunciation 



Jenkins 
2000 

Transfer ≠ Interference Phonological transfer is deep-rooted and can be of 
benefit to learners …  
… [it] should not be abandoned easily or willingly, 
unless there is very good reason to do so. 

2. Phonological transfer and competence in 
ELF pronunciation 

 



Using Brazilian Portuguese to achieve 
competence in the LFC (Lieff & Nunes;  Da Silva) 


Problem      

Initial ‘r’ as /h/ 

No /tʃ/  

No /dʒ/ 

No /ŋ/   
 

Solution

           Use the /r/ in ‘para’ or ‘perigoso’.

/tʃ/occurs in tia in Sao Paulo accent.

/dʒ/ occurs in dia in Sao Paulo accent.

Use the ‘n’ in ‘banco’.

2. Phonological transfer and competence in 
ELF pronunciation 

 



Problem      

   /b - v/

    /ʃ/  

   /ʒ/  

   /ŋ/   
 

Solution 

‘bala’ – ‘faba’ / plosive≠fricative

/ʃ/ occurs in Asturian.

/ʒ/ occurs in Argentinian yo 

/ŋ/ is found in banco, hongo, etc.

2. Phonological transfer and competence in 
ELF pronunciation 

 



… we read last week about Korean 
public schools phasing-out native 
speaker English teachers… 

3. Native speaker versus non-native 
speaker teachers 



Statement NS NNS 

1. Understands English phonetics 

2. Understands L1 phonetics 

3. Has personal experience learning English 
pronunciation 

4. Has experience of link accent–identity 

5. Has experience of EFL communication 

6. Has experience of ELF communication 

7. Is able to provide a good model for ELF 

3. Native speaker versus non-native 
speaker teachers 



Statement NS NNS 

1. Understands English phonetics ? ✓ 
2. Understands L1 phonetics ✗ ✓ 
3. Has personal experience learning English 

pronunciation 
✗ ✓ 

4. Has experience of link accent–identity ? ✓ 
5. Has experience of EFL communication ✗ ✓ 
6. Has experience of ELF communication ? ✓ 
7. Is able to provide a good model for ELF ? ✓ 

3. Native speaker versus non-native 
speaker teachers 



                competence          

  

3. Native speaker versus non-native 
speaker teachers 

                pedagogy

 



 Smith et al. 2007 

Nonnative teachers of English have strengths  
that native teachers do not possess.  

 
They are more familiar with the difficulties  

of learning English than their foreign counterparts  
because they have had direct experience  

in acquiring the target language. 

3. Native speaker versus non-native 
speaker teachers 



2. Phonological transfer and competence in 
ELF pronunciation 
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